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Tip: Combine both approaches  eg. issue a plotting command to create a 
graph and then modify the graph using one of  the interactive tools 



2D graphics 
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     Setting  EraseMode to xor tells 
the MATLAB graphics system 
not to redraw the entire plot when 
the coordinates of  one point are 
changed, but to restore the 
background color in the vicinity 
of  the point using an "exclusive 
or" operation. 
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Printing/Saving Graphics 

Examples 

print –f2 
   prints  a figure with handle 2; useful for printing non-current figure 

print -depsc -tiff  -r300 picture1 

saves the current figure at 300 dpi, in a color eps file named picture1.eps. 
The -tiff  option creates a 72 dpi TIFF preview 

print -dtiff  –r300 picture1.tiff  

The same figure is saved as a tiff  format file 
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•  General introduction 
•  Image processing toolbox 
•  Reading / Writing images 
•  Visualizing images 
•  Pre/Post-Processing 

–  Enhancing images 
–  Deblurring images (wiener.m) 

•  Image transforms 
–  Affine transformation 
–  Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) fft_eg1.m 

•  Image analysis 
–  Feature extraction–Morphology, Segmentation (cell_segmentation.m) 
–  Statistical analysis (round_1.m) 



•  Matlab is a powerful program for matrix manipulation 
•  To start, 

–  Windows: click on Matlab icon  
–  Unix & Linux: At the command prompt, type 

module load matlab 
matlab 

•  You can work from home if you have a Unix client like NX or if you 
use the Windows servers 

•  Make sure you go backward, before you go forward – Anonymous 
    http://www.matlabcentral.com – An open forum for exchanging Matlab programs 



  Matlab also provides many toolboxes which extend its functionality. Type “ver” at the 
Matlab command prompt to get a list of toolboxes 





 Matlab also provides many toolboxes which extend its 
functionality. Type “ver” at the Matlab command 
prompt to get a list of toolboxes 

 Image processing toolbox performs various operation 
on images like reading, writing, analyzing and 
processing  

 The user can combine these functionalities with other 
Matlab commands to produce powerful programs in 
less time 



Image Read 

Process (Low and High level) 

Image Write 

In-built 

User-defined 



General image formats  
•   JPEG 
•   TIFF 
•   PNG 
•   BMP etc 

Specialized image formats 
•   LANDSAT  
•   DICOM 
•   Analyze etc 

If  not available, you can write your own reader using the specifications 



To read PNG, JPEG, BMP etc, use 
 I = imread('peppers.png') 

To read DICOM images, use  
[X, map] =  
dicomread('CT-MONO2-16-ankle.dcm') 



To obtain image info for PNG, JPEG, BMP,  
 info = imfinfo('peppers.png‘,’png’) 

To read DICOM image info, use  
info = dicominfo('CT-MONO2-16-ankle.dcm') 



General image formats  
•   JPEG 
•   TIFF 
•   PNG 
•   BMP etc 
Specialized image formats 
•   LANDSAT  
•   DICOM 
•   Analyze etc 

If  not available, you can write your own writer using the specifications 



To write PNG, JPEG, BMP etc, use 
 imwrite(im,’filename.png‘,’png’) 

where im - image array to be written 

To write DICOM images, use  
dicomwrite(X, map, ‘filename.dcm’) 



   If the image format 
is not a standard 
image format, e.g., 
raw format, we can use the low level image read 
an
d write functions like fopen, fread, fwrite and fclose 

Example: 
 fp1 = fopen(‘filename1.raw’) 
fp2 = fopen(‘filename2.raw’) 
im = fread(fp1,1024*1024,’uint16’); 

       ... 
 fwrite(fp2,im,’uint16*1024*1024’); 
 fclose(fp1);fclose(fp2); 



If you do not have the image processing  
toolbox, 
    imagesc(im) 

If you have the image processing toolbox, 
   imshow(im) 



Why?  
    Most image formats are integer based but further 

processing will result in generation of higher precision 
like double. Such a conversion might result in 
unintended change in values. So convert the images to 
double when performing operations on the image. 

Use 
 double_im = im2double(im) – Converts to double 
 uint8_im = im2uint8(im) – Convert to uint8 



pout = imread('pout.tif'); 
pout_histeq = histeq(pout); 
imshow(pout); 
title('Original'); 
figure, imshow(pout_histeq); 
title('Imhisteq'); 



 Point Spread Function (PSF) 
 Blurring 
 Deblurring 
 Convolution 

wiener.m 



I = imread('eight.tif'); 
J = imnoise(I,'salt & pepper',0.02); 
K = medfilt2(J); 
imview(J), imview(K) 



a = 0.45; 
T = maketform('affine', [1 0 0; a 1 0; 0 0 1] ); 
A = imread('football.jpg'); 
h1 = figure; imshow(A); title('Original Image'); 
orange = [255 127 0]'; 
R = makeresampler({'cubic','nearest'},'fill'); 
B = imtransform(A,T,R,'FillValues',orange); 
h2 = figure; imshow(B); 
title('Sheared Image'); 



 fft2(im) 
 fft2 accepts double or 

single. Use double or 
sin
gle function for conversion 

 Top image –  
Original checker board 
 Bottom image –  
2D FFT 



  The checked board image 
was rotated by 45 degrees 

  Top – Original rotated image 
  Bottom – 2D FFT 



 Edge enhancement 
 Segmentation 
 Morphological segmentation 
     (Dilate, Erode, Open, Close) 

cell_segmentation.m 



  Segmentation 
  Morphological operations 
  Regionprops 

round_1.m 
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